WaterFix Tunnel Alt. 4A

SECTION A-A' (SOUTH LODI)

LEGEND

- FORMATION CONTACT - DASHED WHERE APPROXIMATE
- FAULT - DASHED WHERE APPROXIMATE
- APPROPRIATE BASE WELL DATA
- SAND: INFILLED DISTRIBUTION BASED ON DRILLERS LOGS, INTERVOLCANIC BLANK AREAS CONSTITUTE OF CLAY AND OR SALT AND MIXTURES OF THESE WITH SAND AND OR SALT.
- GRAVEL: INFILLED DISTRIBUTION BASED ON DRILLERS LOGS, INTERVOLCANIC BLANK AREAS CONSTITUTE OF CLAY AND OR SALT AND MIXTURES OF THESE WITH SAND AND OR SALT.
- LOCATION OF FALL 1950 ELEVATION OF WATER
- LOCATION OF FALL 1964 ELEVATION OF WATER
- WATER WELLS
- AZIMUTH OF GEOLOGIC SECTION

DIAGRAM OF PERCENT REACTING VALUES (KILL/COMMONS) ITEMS OF WATER IN WELLS ALONG LINES OF CROSS SECTIONS

QUALITY OF WATER IN WELLS ALONG SECTION A-A'

VERTICAL EXAGGERATION APPROX. 100:1
SEE PLATE 2A FOR LOCATION OF SECTION
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LEGEND

- FORMATIONAL CONTACT - DASHED WHERE APPROXIMATE
- FAULT - DASHED WHERE APPROXIMATE
- APPROXIMATE BASE WELL DATA
- SAND
- INFERRRED DISTRIBUTION BASED ON DRILLERS’ LOSS, INTERPRETATION BLANK AREAS CONSIST OF CLAY AND OR SLT AND MATURES OF THESE WITH SAND AND OR GRAVEL
- GRAVEL
- LOCATION OF FALL 1950 ELEVATION OF WATER
- LOCATION OF FALL 1964 ELEVATION OF WATER
- WATER WELL
- AZIMUTH OF GEOLOGIC SECTION

QUALITY OF WATER IN WELLS ALONG SECTION B-B'

VERTICAL EXAGGERATION APPX. 100:1
SEE PLATE 2A FOR LOCATION OF SECTION

Source: DWR Bulletin 146, 1967